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US Futures-World Markets: The cartoon above makes sense in our current market environment. Greed is
present. Cryptocurrencies, penny stocks, SPAC’s, cannabis stocks, GameStop, Tesla, Ark Invest funds, etc.
You name it as investors disregard the torment of last March’s meltdown. Don’t confuse greed for a bubble,
though. There is a distinction. We saw real pain in stocks yesterday, but BTFD rode to the rescue again. If you
blinked, you missed the selloff. Fed Chair Powell reassured everyone the central bank isn’t pulling back its
economic support any time soon. Although, I don’t expect the inflation scare-chatter to diminish. Fear sells.
Tesla had a wild day with a $90 trading range. TSLA is +3% premarket. Institutional adoption of Bitcoin (+7%
today) continues with an announcement from Square and Jack Dorsey last night ( http://bit.ly/3dJahhA ).
Tech stocks are bouncing ahead of the open after a recent drawdown of almost 5%. S&P Futures vs. Fair
Value: +14.65, 10-Yr Yield: 1.367%.
Market tidbit on the SPAC announcement from EV company Lucid (Courtesy of Nic Colas at Datatrek
Research): Yesterday's news pushed Lucid's valuation to $62 billion...even though it hasn't delivered a single
vehicle yet (GM is worth about $74 billion). Sky-high valuations for other EV startups that have SPAC'd—
including Nikola, Lordstown Motors, and Fisker—have sparked concerns about a bubble approaching its pop.
CORE Headlines:
 The White House plans to hold a meeting with lawmakers today to discuss supply-chain issues,
including a global chip shortage that is hurting US automakers, and an executive order from the Biden
administration is likely.-WSJ
 NVAX: Scientists say that if the company’s coronavirus vaccine is authorized, it could be one of the
more powerful weapons against the pandemic and mark a shift in fortune for the company, which last
year was struggling to survive; the related story says SNY and NVS have agreed to help manufacture
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the PFE-BNTX shot to help get more on the market, while BAX and ENDP will do the same for
Novavax.-WSJ
Some European countries are starting to block Chinese involvement in their economies, following an
approach advocated by the US amid growing anxiety in Europe over China’s increasingly aggressive
geopolitical posture.-WSJ (Merkel can’t be happy with this. She needs to sell BMW’s and Benz’s to
wealthy Chinese and is scared to death of offending Xi.)
Iran said it was open to a European proposal that would relaunch negotiations with the US for the first
time since Washington withdrew from the nuclear deal in 2018, but it is also limiting international
monitoring of its nuclear activities.-WSJ
Cathie Wood's Ark Invest funds bought a further $171 million of Tesla shares, the fund group said,
after the electric carmaker's stock fell sharply and closed below $700 for the first time this year.Reuters
Because of pandemic-related stress, some hotel sellers in the lodging industry are willing to lend to
prospective buyers the way auto dealers finance vehicle sales, by offering cheap rates and sometimes
with little money down.-WSJ
Francis De Souza, head of ILMN, the world’s largest genomic sequencing technology company, is
calling for global cooperation to track new coronavirus variants to ensure that vaccines, drugs, and
diagnostics don’t fail as new strains arrive.-FT
New York City Comptroller Scott Stringer is looking to loosen strict rules that govern private-equity
firms managing the city’s pensions, a potentially risky policy switch that he claims will improve
returns.-NYP (Tell me if this rule gets passed. That may be an indication to run for the exits. Call it the
Costanza rule for NY politicians https://bit.ly/3dLHN6P )
The Biden administration is considering a range of measures, including sanctions, in response to
Russia’s involvement in the SolarWinds cyberattack on nine federal agencies and about 100
companies.-FT
Lowe's rode a sustained boom in demand from people sprucing up their homes as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, exceeding analyst estimates with quarterly sales of $20.31 billion.-Reuters
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said it was ordering immediate inspections of Boeing planes
with Pratt & Whitney PW4000 engines before further flights after an engine failed on a United flight
on Saturday.-Reuters
House Majority Leader Stanley Hoyer says House will vote on stimulus bill on Friday.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 City Monitor: Smart cities are on the way out? (Am I the only one that cares about privacy?)
http://bit.ly/3dF3yFe
 WHYY: Philly Catholic schools have had in-person classes all year http://bit.ly/2ZMin0w “My question
— and it should be everybody’s question — is: If it’s safe for those children to come back to school,
why isn’t it safe for our children?” said Superintendent William Hite. “That needs to be the question we
continue to ask.”
 Yahoo: ‘Buy the Dip’ trends on Twitter http://yhoo.it/37IXZ4U (I can’t believe I just typed that.)
 Substack: Matt Taibbi can’t stand Fox News, but he thinks censoring it is the dumbest idea ever
http://bit.ly/3pU0Pdv
 Inside Hook: Could Phil Mickelson become the Tony Romo of golf? http://bit.ly/3dEAJZG
Charts from The Daily Shot:
Jerome Powell reassured the markets that QE would continue for some time. Tech stocks reversed their downward
trend.
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The Nasdaq 100 held support at the 50-day moving average.

h/t Sophie Caronello

It’s been a tough month for growth stocks.

Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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Value outperformed growth in most markets this year.

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence
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The most-shorted stocks are down nearly 10% over the past five business days.

Tesla has been a drag on the S&P 500 and the consumer discretionary sector in particular.
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The Buffett Indicator (ratio of US market capitalization to US GDP) shows extreme valuations for US shares. However,
many US-based multinational firms are growing due to economic expansion outside of the US. (Named after the same
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Warren Buffett that sold his airline stocks at the March lows. Even Buffett doesn’t win all the time. Investing is difficult!)

Source: @jessefelder Read full article

54% of S&P 500 companies pay a dividend greater than the 10-year Treasury yield.

Source: Daniel Moskowits

According to the Conference Board, consumer confidence ticked higher this month as the pandemic
situation improves. (Amazing how that happens with more vaccinations.)
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Home price appreciation (based on Case-Shiller) exceeded 10% in December (year-over-year).
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Hong Kong announced an increase in stamp duty on stock trades, sending shares sharply lower.

Source: Fortune Read full article

The overall stock index: (Nimbly invest in China. The rules change regularly. Without warning.)

China’s birth rate continues to decline. (Demographics matter!!)
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Source: Sixth Tone Read full article

The population is aging.

Source: Sixth Tone Read full article
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Bitcoin volume is at the highest level since the January 11th correction.

Source: @CoinDeskData

Many countries are trying to reduce their dependence on China for rare earths.

Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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Podcast ad revenue:

Source: eMarketer

Read full article
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Couples meeting online (2 charts):

Source: @chartrdaily

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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